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The Faility Loation ProblemGiven a graph G(V;E) and a metri d : V � V ! < on the graph, a real value B and the ostof hoosing a node f , to �nd a subset S of nodes, with jSj � Bf whih minimises the sum ofdistanes of eah node 2 V to it's nearest node 2 S.The problem models a senario where n users are loated at the nodes of the graph, and a setof server failities need to be opened to ater to these users. The ost of opening a faility is fand the total ost allowed is B. Eah user (node) is served by the server nearest to him. Theobjetive funtions follow naturally. It will be seen that the problem uses a rather ompliatedrounding sheme, albeit one that leads easily to a approximation bound. The k-MEDIANand lustering problems an be redued to the faility loation problem. In this problem, twooniting objetives need to be handled� The ost of opening failities is to be minimised3.� The distane of eah user to the nearest faility is minimised.IP FormulationLet yi and xij be the variables of the IP, given byyi = ( 1; if faility is opened at node i0; otherwisexij = ( 1; if user j goes to faility i0; otherwise (1)for i; j 2 V .1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in3The formulation with bounded ost B is a workaround to the problem of oniting multi objetives1



2 THE FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEMThe onstraints are:1. Budget is not exeeded - Xi yi � Bf :2. Every user has aess to an open faility -Xi xij � 1; 8j:3. If a user is set (by xij) to aess a faility i, then j is open -xij � yi; 8i; j:The objetive funtion is minXi;j dijxijwhere dij is the distane between the nodes i and j. Note that one yi s are returned in aandidate solution, setting the values of xijs are straightforward - Eah user goes to the nearestopen faility.LP FormulationThe IP variables yi; xij are relaxed to be positive reals. The LP problem beomesminXi;j dijxijXi yi � BfXi xij = 1 8jxij � yi 8i; jxij ; yi � 0 8i; jThe solution to the LP problem returns frational values for the yis and xijs. Consider a userj and the yis orresponding to those failities i to whih the user is direted by the xijs. It isrequired to set one of these yis to 1 and the rest to 0.



Rounding Idea 3Rounding IdeaIt is required that the rounding of yis should not inrease the total distane too muh. Considera user j. Identify a set of andidate failities (with non zero yi) for user j whih are not toofar from j. To �nd a suitable distane threshold, look at the xijs for a given j as a probabilitydistribution over the andidate failities. (We already have Pi xij = 1). ThenCj =Xi dijxij = E [distane traveled by user j℄would serve as a basis for forming a threshold. We have from Markov's inequalityProb [dij > 2Cj ℄ < 12whih implies Xdij>2Cj xij < 12 : (2)Now, we an modify xijs suh that distant andidate failities (i.e. those with dij > 2Cj) areno longer onsidered and the nearer ones are onsidered with greater weight (2xij). Thus, set~xij = ( min(1; 2xij); if dij < 2Cj0; otherwiseVerify that this remains feasible w.r.t. the onstraintPi ~xij � 1( follows from Eq. 2). However,in order to maintain the onstraints ~xij � yi, the yis need to be doubled as well:~yi = min(1; 2yi):Note that this doubles the ost of the solution as well. The above proess of eliminatingundesirable elements of the solution is a ommon tehnique in LP rounding and is alledFiltering. In this ase, the �ltering has doubled the ost of the solution. We have modi�ed thesolution returned by the LP to satisfy~xij > 0 ) dij < 2CjXi ~yi � 2BfIt remains to set some ~yis to 1 and the remaining to 0 without exeeding the urrent ost 2Bf .Consider opening a faility i lose to a partiular user j and direting all of js demand to i.Then, for any i0 suh that ~xi0j > 0, we an reset ~xi0j = ~yi0 = 0 (i.e. j has no remaining demandto be satis�ed by any other i0, and i0 need not be opened). However, those users j0 whih aessfaility i0 (i.e. those j with ~xi0j0 > 0) would be \orphaned". Suh users may be redireted to



4 THE FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEM

Figure 1: An example merge.the open faility i, but the distane inreases to from di0j0 to dj0i0 + di0j + dji (by triangularinequality). This proess is alled \merging". By merging the user j having least Cj, theadditional distane di0j + dji is minimised, on the average. Let us verify that suh a modi�edsolution still satis�es all the onstraints by onsidering a partiular example (see Fig. 1) wherej is being assigned to faility i1, leaving out faility i2 and j0 is the \orphaned" user.In the merging proess, we set y0i1 = 1 ( a \ 0 " indiates a post-merge value) and y0i2 = 0.Previously, we had4 ~yi1 + ~yi2 � 1:After, merging we ontinue to satisfy (with equality)y0i1 + y0i2 � 1and the ost of the merged solution is redued siney0i1 + y0i2 � ~yi1 + ~yi2 :The other onstraints may be veri�ed by inspetion. To bound the inrease in distane due tomerging, onsider dj0i1 � dj0i2 + di2j + dji1� 2Cj0 + 2Cj + 2Cj� 2Cj0 + 2Cj0 + 2Cj0� 6Cj0where the third inequality follows sine Cj � Cj0 as j is a andidate for merging before j0. Inthis manner, it an be shown that �ltering followed by merging leads to a (6; 2) approximationto the faility loation problem.4LP onstraintsPi xij = 1 and xij � yi implyPi yi � 1. See that this ontinues to hold after Filtering.



The Separating Hyperplane Theorem 5Exerise 1 By modifying the �ltering riterion ( ~xij = 0 for i; j s.t. dij > 2Cj), arrive at a(4; 4) approximation.The Separating Hyperplane TheoremConsider an LP formulation for TSP of G(V;E) with edge weights e.xe = ( 1; if edge e is in TSP0; otherwiseThe objetive funtion is minXe2E exeThe onstraints are1. The tour enters and leaves any vertex only one -Xe:e=(u;v);v2V xe = 2; 8u 2 V:But this is not suÆient sine disonneted sets of yles are still feasible.2. To prevent suh a possibility, onstrain any ut of the graph G to ontain at least twoedges of the tour: Xe2Æ(S) xe � 2; 8Æ(S):where Æ(S) is the ut (S; V � S).Note, however that the number of onstraints is exponential, sine the number of possible utsare exponential. Any diret solution of the above LP is therefore not polynomial. However,the Separating Hyperplane Theorem provides a way of overoming suh a problem. It allowsus to solve a restrited lass of LP problems without expliitly handling all the onstraints.Theorem 1 Suppose P is a rational, losed polytope. It is possible to optimise a linear funtionover P in polynomial time i�, given any point x, we an determine in polynomial time1. whether x 2 P2. If x 62 P , a hyperplane separating x from P .



6 THE FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEMLet us apply this theorem to the above TSP problem. We need to show that given a settingof xes, we an determine in polynomial time, whether the setting is feasible and if not, theviolated hyperplane. Cheking the �rst onstraint and determining a violated hyperplane isstraightforward. As for the \subset" onstraint:Set xes as the apaities of edges in a graph-ow problem. Compute the global Min-Cut inpoly-time for this graph. If Min-Cut > 2, the settings of xe are feasible. Else the violating utis given by the min-ut itself.Note that the above gives a "is poly-time algorithm" rather than "is pratial or best" algorithm.Hene, the above LP for TSP is poly-time solvable, even though it ontainds a exponentialnumber of onstraints.


